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Abstract

Developing maintainable Android applications has been a difficult area
ever since the first android smartphone was released. With better hard-
ware and an ever growing community of open source contributors, An-
droid development has seen drastic changes over the past years. Because
of this, applications continue to grow more complex and the need to de-
velop maintainable software is increasing.

Model View Controller, Model View Presenter and Model View View-
Model are three popular and well-studied software architectures which
are widely used in GUI-heavy applications, these architectures have now
also emerged in Android development. Together with functional and
qualitative requirements from a sample application these architectures
are implemented in the Android framework.

The sample applications are evaluated based on modifiability, testability
and performance and compared to each other in order to come to a con-
clusion with respect to maintainability and under what circumstances a
particular architecture should be used.

Evaluation results show that Model View Controller is preferable for
smaller, less complex projects where modifiability and testability are
not prioritized qualitative properties for the application. Model View
Presenter and Model View ViewModel both show good testability as
well as modifiable properties and are well suited for applications where
these properties are important.
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1 Introduction

With the rise of smartphones, a new field in software development has emerged; mobile
applications. Since this is a relatively new field, many new programming languages and
paradigms are tested and researched. Some of these languages and paradigms seem to work
better than others, but there has been little scientific research on the topic.

With around 80% of the market share today, the most popular development platform for
smartphones is Android, an operating system created by Google [14]. This thesis will fo-
cus on Android development and study how to implement and use three popular and well-
known architectures; Model View Controller (MVC), Model View Presenter (MVP) and
Model View ViewModel (MVVM). These architectural patterns help developers structure
their application in order to reduce complexity which in turn makes testing and incremental
modification more manageable.

1.1 Purpose

The thesis aims to evaluate three different architectures commonly used in android devel-
opment today, MVC, MVP and MVVM. The studied architectures have been around in
software development for a long time [43] but MVP and MVVM have only recently gained
traction in modern Android development. The benefits compared to traditional Android de-
velopment, where MVC is often used, are also studied. The thesis will answer the following
questions:

• What is software architecture?

• What makes a good architecture?

• What makes a bad architecture?

• How to implement the architectures for Android development?

• What are the benefits of implementing the architectures?
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1.2 Outline

The thesis is outlined as follows:

2. Background
A background in software complexity and architecture in general, what has changed
from the past and what has stayed the same. In addition, MVC, MVP and MVVM
are described in detail. Lastly, a background on Android is given, together with what
parts an Android application consist of.

3. Problem Description
A formal description of the problem this thesis aims to solve together with related
work in the same area.

4. Sample Applications
The sample application is presented with its functional and qualitative requirements.
Moreover, the third party libraries to be used are presented and discussed.

5. Implementation Details
Specific implementation details are presented and discussed, particularly the com-
mon Model of all three applications. A brief overview on how each application is
structured with respect to its respective architecture is also given.

6. Evaluation Methods
A background on architecture evaluation is first given, in addition to the specific
methods used when evaluating the sample applications.

7. Results
The results of the evaluation are presented in a clear and concise way.

8. Discussion
Together with the results and specific implementation details from each sample ap-
plication, a discussion is given with respect to the problem statement.

9. Conclusions
A concise summary of the thesis with a discussion of the achieved goals and a general
conclusion. Restrictions of the work are also discussed, and finally future work.
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2 Background

“All too often we get our code working and then move on to the next problem without giving
sufficient thought to making that code easy for the next person to read. Remember, the most
likely next person to read the code will be you.” - Robert C. Martin [39]

This chapter will first examine software complexity and why this is seen as one of the
biggest problems in software development, both today and historically. Moreover, software
architectures in general are discussed and three architectures are studied in more detail;
MVC, MVP and MVVM. Lastly, the Android software stack is examined in addition to the
history of Android.

2.1 Handling Software Complexity

Software development is a complex craft which imposes a wide skill set on the developer. A
professional software engineer should be able to write code that not only works as intended,
but is also structured, documented, and tested to facilitate change.

In the early days of software development the majority of projects failed because they could
not be finished in time, Brooks describes this as a tar pit [3, pp. 33]. As a system grows,
often more entities such as modules, functions and components are added. The interactions
between entities grow exponentially as the system gets bigger [3]. If no structure and unified
design are present within the system this creates what Brooks calls a tar pit, which can make
the system incomprehensible over time. For example, changes to one part of the system can
cause unexpected behavior to other parts, and with little or no structure it can be almost
impossible to trace what causes this behavior. This is called programming complexity and
is still today a great challenge when developing software [50].

When Brooks wrote about this subject a new programming paradigm had just started to
gain traction, it was called Object-oriented programming. This paradigm abstracts entities
in a system into objects, which often uses interfaces for communication with other objects.
These interfaces reduce complexity because of information hiding which means that an ob-
ject can be unaware of another objects internal structure, and only care about its interface for
communication [52]. Today almost all software development is done with Object-oriented
programming and one of the most popular and widely used languages is Java [48].

Another way to reduce complexity is by thorough testing of a system, today called Test
Driven Development (TDD). Brooks also wrote about this in 1975, describing the use of
scaffolding to mimic components and use these instead of testing the whole system at
once [3, pp. 150]. TDD builds upon this approach further and imposes the user to write
tests first, before implementing the functionality. This makes the system rigid in a sense
that it gives the developer freedom to change parts of the system without worrying about it
breaking; if it does, the tests will give away the cause. TDD also allows the developer to
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focus on the external interfaces of a module in a system which further decreases complex-
ity [54].

2.2 Software Architecture

The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures
of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible properties of
those components, and the relationships among them [5]. A software architecture abstracts
information between modules and components in a system, so that the development of the
system is manageable. This means that design decisions regarding the architecture need to
be taken early. In fact, designing an architecture can be viewed as a decision process where
the software architect translates requirements into a design [2]. The final design should
satisfy the functional and non-functional requirements of the system which the architecture
is designed for. This is called architectural qualities.

Architectural qualities are non-functional properties a system should have. Compared to
functional requirements such as The system shall display a list of bank accounts, non-
functional requirements include The system shall be secure [49]. There are many non-
functional qualities which a system can adhere to, including availability, security, variability
and portability [5]. Which of these qualities that need to be considered when designing the
architecture is decided by the system requirements.

There are of course no one architecture which fits every system, as with other areas of
software development there exists design patterns which are adaptable to fit certain styles
of architectures. Since this thesis aims to evaluate architectures for Android development,
three architectures have been selected which should fit a general Android application. The
architectures presented here tries to tackle an often troublesome component in software
development, the user interface (UI).

The UI of a system is often difficult to test and susceptible to change, sometimes unrelated
to the underlying system. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to keep the UI decoupled
from the rest of the system, so that developers only need to worry about the interfaces which
the UI use.

An overview of the selected architectures is given below, with their respective background
and theoretical description.

2.2.1 Model View Controller (MVC)

One of the first architectural patterns for handling UI was conceived in the report A Descrip-
tion of the Model-View-Controller User Interface Paradigm in the Smalltalk-80 System by
Glenn E. Krasner and Stephen T. Pope [37]. Smalltalk is one of the first Object-oriented
programming languages. It also allowed developers to create UI elements and views, thus
the need for an architecture which could separate the UI and the business logic of the sys-
tem.

MVC is divided into three areas with different responsibilities:

Model
The Model handles business logic and often consists of objects which describe the
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system (for a banking system this could be Employee, Transaction or Customer).

View
The View shows the user the current state of the system, often in the form of a UI.

Controller
The Controller handles user interaction and updates the Model accordingly.

Following is an example used to explain how these components interact with each other: In
an application used to convert currencies a user can input a currency and read the converted
currency in a UI. Figure 1 shows how the user first interacts with the Controller and passes
the value of the currency to be converted. The Controller then passes the user input to the
Model, which takes care of the business logic (in this case converting the currency). The
Model then alerts the View in some way so that the View can update itself and display the
converted currency.

Figure 1: MVC state change

MVC was originally designed for desktop applications, but has since been adopted mainly
by web frameworks and applications such as Ruby on Rails [32].

2.2.2 Model View Presenter (MVP)

In 1996 Mike Potel from Taligent published the first paper on MVP [43]. It is derived from
MVC but aims to further formalize the separation between the Model and View-Controller.
This can be represented as two fundamental concepts; data management and UI.

The big difference compared to MVC is how the view is handled. Instead of having a
Controller which handles user input, the View registers user actions and passes them to the
Presenter. The presenter can then interact with the Model. When the Model is updated it
alerts the affected Views which are updated to reflect the current state of the system. This
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imposes a dependency on the View and Model in the same way as MVC does. Martin
Fowler calls this a Supervising Controller [10].

In order to remove the dependency between the Model and the View, MVP can implement a
Passive View [9]. This makes the View completely passive which means it does not need to
update itself from the Model. It is now the Presenters job to both handle user input (passed
from the View) and update the View to reflect the current state of the system. Figure 2
shows the relationship between the Model, View and Presenter using the same example
with currency as in Figure 1:

Figure 2: MVC state change

With a Passive View the architecture becomes more modifiable, it is then possible to easily
replace every component be it the Model, View or Presenter. Because the View is only
updated by the Presenter this also makes testing easier. By making a Test Double [11] of
the View it is possible to test the Presenter separately without the need of a UI.

2.2.3 Model View ViewModel (MVVM)

Martin Fowler describes Presentation Model as an architectural style where a self-contained
class (also called Presentation Model) represents all data and behavior of a View [8]. Unlike
MVP where the View does not know about its Presenter, in this case the View does know
about the Presentation Model, but the Presentation Model does not know anything about the
View.

It is up to the Presentation Model to delegate user interaction and communicate with the
Model. In order to update the View to reflect state changes, some kind of synchronization
mechanism needs to be implemented. This can introduce unnecessary boilerplate code, a
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problem which MVVM addresses.

Model View ViewModel was introduced by John Gossman at Microsoft, inspired by Presen-
tation Model and MVC [31]. The ViewModel has the same responsibilities as the Presenta-
tion Model but implements a general mechanism for data binding for easier synchronization
with the View. MVVM tries to divide the responsibilities for constructing the UI and the
Model. Gossman means that software developers should focus on developing the View-
Model and Model, while designers and user experience engineers focus on the View. The
View is often designed and structured with some sort of markup language such as XML,
which often does not require programming to the same extent as opposed to the rest of
the system. The components of the View are bound to the ViewModel by utilizing Data
binding, which makes it easy to integrate the two components.

In addition to representing the state of the View, the ViewModel also converts data objects
from the Model so that the View can consume these directly; e.g display the data on the
UI [40].

Figure 3 is an example showing the relationship between the View, ViewModel and Model
when a user interacts with the system.

Figure 3: MVVM state change

2.3 Android

Android is an open source software stack originally created by the Open Handset Alliance
which consists of a range of companies from different areas; Vodafone, T-Mobile, Acer,
Ebay and Google to name a few [1]. The purpose with Android is to create an open source
platform that is not bound to a single company, instead anyone who wants to contribute can
do so. To keep Android consistent and compatible with many types of devices, Google is
leading the project [17].

The Android software stack consists of six components, each handling different areas of
the Android system. Figure 4 shows the components in the stack and how they are ordered,
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with the highest level of abstraction at the top.

Figure 4: The Android software stack

The layers in the stack consists of:

Applications
These are the applications (apps) used by the end user, for example Email, Contacts,
Web browser and SMS. Also included are third-party applications such as games.

Android Framework
A Framework for developing applications. It is within this framework developers
work to create applications for end users.

Native Libraries and Android Runtime
Native libraries are used by developers and accessed from the Android framework.
There are many libraries which can handle different aspects of application develop-
ment, for example database management (SQLite), graphics engine (OpenGL) and
web browsing (Webkit).

The Android runtime (ART) is a runtime environment which transforms an applica-
tions byte code into native instructions that can be executed on the target device.

HAL
The Hardware Abstraction Layer is used to communicate with hardware on the device
such as the camera, Bluetooth, external storage and sensors.

Linux Kernel
At the bottom of the stack is the Linux kernel which handles battery management,
display, drivers and other system properties.
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The Android framework layer is of particular interest for this thesis since it is within this
layer developers write and structure their code for applications.

2.3.1 Android Applications

The first smartphone running Android was HTC Dream, released on October 22, 2008.
Since then over one million apps has been published on Google’s Play Store [51]. Much
has happened since then and with every new release of Android new features are added and
removed. What is interesting for this thesis are not particular features or optimizations done
to Android, but the way developers build and structure their apps in general.

Java is the programming language used to write applications for Android, together with
XML to structure and define the UI. It is also possible, and encouraged by Google [28], to
write applications which adapt to different devices. By using customized XML layouts for
particular screen sizes and requesting features such as a camera, applications can work with
many different devices.

An Android application consists of four components, which can be seen as the essential
building blocks. Each serves a distinct purpose and have different life cycles in the applica-
tion [18].

Activity/Fragment
An activity represents a screen with a UI attached to it. The activity can also contain
one or more fragments, each representing a separate UI. An activity with fragments
should still contain UI elements which are related to that activity. For example, an ac-
tivity in a mail app could have one fragment displaying the inbox and another display-
ing the UI for composing emails, these two views could then be ordered differently
on smartphones and tablets.

Service
When an app needs to do work unrelated to a particular activity, a service is used.
The service acts in the background, often executing on a separate thread in order to
not block the UI for the rest of the application (there is never a UI associated with the
service).

Content providers
Managing an app’s shared data and preferences is handled by content providers.
These can be used to access a database management system (DBMS) such as SQLite,
or fetch data from the device external storage. Content providers can also access data
outside of the given application with the right permissions, for example an app could
read and change a users contact information.

Broadcast receivers
Broadcast receivers handle system-wide broadcast announcements, these broadcasts
can be the result of the screen turning off or that a picture has been taken with the
device camera. If an app is interested in a particular broadcast, the broadcast receiver
catches that broadcast and, preferably, does minimal work before starting a service or
activity which responds to the broadcast.
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2.4 Summary

Software complexity was the cause of most failed projects in the early days of software
development, and is still today a great challenge when developing large systems [3, pp. 33].
In order to tackle software complexity, a new programming paradigm was invented called
Object-oriented Programming. In addition, Test Driven Development has evolved to further
reduce the complexity of large systems.

A software architecture is defined as the structure or structures of the system, which com-
prise software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the
relationships among them [5]. A software architecture can have certain qualities such as
availability, security, variability and portability depending on the requirements of the sys-
tem. Certain architectures are made to work especially well together with a user interface,
and one of the first architecture for this purpose was Model View Controller [37]. With
Model View Controller as a base, and with some modifications on how the user interface
is updated, Model View Presenter was presented by Microsoft [43]. With the use of Data
binding, MVVM is another architecture well adapted to use with user interfaces [31].

Lastly, Android is an open source software stack created by the Open Handset Alliance
which is used as an operating system for smartphones. Developers use the application
framework in the stack to create Android applications.
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3 Problem Description

This chapter will describe the problem to be solved in the form of a problem statement. Re-
lated work is also presented, examining what already has been done in the problem domain
and what the results were.

3.1 Problem Statement

More than 90% of total software costs are due to maintenance and evolution of a system [7,
36]. Because of this, it would seem likely that there would exist extensive empirical research
regarding maintenance of software but this is not the case [36].

Android applications are of particular interest because of the relatively new technology and
the fast growth [14]. Further, the size and function of an app can range from small personal
hobby projects to fully fledged enterprise client-server systems developed by hundreds of
software engineers. Even though apps can vary this much in size and function, they have
in common the basic components of activities, services, content providers and broadcast
receivers. The communication between these components imposes a higher complexity
on the app, which in turn can be difficult to test and modify. To conclude, the problem
statement of this thesis is:

• How is maintainability affected when implementing an Android application using
MVP, MVVM or MVC?

To come to a conclusion which not only relies on quantifiable results from metric evalua-
tions, MVP, MVVM and MVC will be compared to each other. Comparing the architectures
against each other can unveil certain properties where one architecture is more suitable than
the another, this can be both functional or qualitative properties. The specific factors of
maintainability to be evaluated are modifiability and testability.

3.2 Related Work

Magiel Bruntink researched testability in 2003 with a metrics-based approach [4]. The
thesis studies a range of metrics-based evaluation methods. It is important to take into
account the size and complexity of the systems evaluated in Bruntink’s study. The case
studies included Apache Ant and DocGen, the former with a code base of 170,000 lines
of code and the latter with 90,000 lines of code. This is nowhere near the size of systems
evaluated in this thesis, therefore methods other than metrics-based evaluation should be
considered.
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Idris Hsi presents a method for analyzing conceptual integrity in his Ph.D. thesis [33]. Con-
ceptual integrity is also used by Fred Brooks [3] where he describes it as the unified design
of a system. Conceptual integrity can be applied to both the system design and architecture
but also on the user experience and UI. Hsi’s research focus on the latter, but is still very
interesting and relevant. Conceptual integrity would be interesting to measure in this study,
but considering the complexity of the methods used by Hsi and the systems evaluated other
methods should be considered instead (see Chapter 6 for details on methods used in this
thesis).
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4 Sample Applications

All studied architectures have been implemented with Java on the Android framework. In
order to compare the architectures, three applications with the same functional and archi-
tectural requirements have been implemented, each conforming to a specific architecture.

Careful consideration needed to be made when deciding upon the functional requirements
of the sample application, preferably these should be extensive and include many differ-
ent aspects of Android development. The scope of this study constrains the functional
requirements to only include essential use-cases, such as fetching data from a web-service,
transform the data and display it to the user. These are operations that are very common for
client-server applications [35], but also other types of applications which do not use a server
for storing data. The idea is to have a well-defined Model where the application can fetch
data from, where that data comes from is of little interest from an architectural perspective.

4.1 Functional Requirements

GitHub is a platform to discover, use and contribute to over 31 million software projects
using a collaborative development work flow [15]. GitHub also has an open API [16] used
to access public data from the platform. Data from the GitHub API is used as the Model for
the sample application, representing registered users and their respective public repositories.
With this data as a foundation, the use cases of the sample application are the following:

• The user must be able to search for GitHub users

• The user must be presented with relevant matches depending on the search query

• The user must be able to select a GitHub user and view the public repositories asso-
ciated with that GitHub user.

Figure 5 is a screen flow diagram showing how a user can use the UI to navigate in the
application. As the user first starts the application there is only a text area with the hint
Github Username, and a search button to the side. The user can type part of- or a complete
username and then press the search button. A loading indicator is displayed and the results
are shown in a list. When the user clicks on a user in the list, that users public GitHub
repositories are displayed in a new screen. The user can then press the back button (provided
by the Android system) to navigate back to the previous screen.
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Figure 5: Screen flow describing navigation

4.2 Architectural Requirements

The following architectural and qualitative requirements of the sample application has been
decided with respect to maintainability and testability, as well as general guidelines for
developing Android applications [20, 21, 22].

• The system must be able to handle different devices and screen sizes as well as portrait
and landscape orientation
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• The system must manage memory efficiently

• The system must handle state changes without causing lag to the UI

• The system must be testable, JUnit tests are preferred to instrumentation tests because
of performance

• The system must be modifiable, it must be easy to change both the Model, View and
Presenter/ViewModel without propagating changes to the rest of the system

The requirements are all derived from best practice recommendations from Google. Be-
cause of this, they are important to fulfill since many applications are developed to comply
with these particular requirements, regardless of the functional requirements. The architec-
tural requirements have also been chosen with respect to the problem studied in the thesis,
hence the requirement for testability and modifiability.

4.3 Libraries

A selection of third party libraries are used in the applications in order to fulfill some of the
architectural requirements. These libraries aim to improve development by supplying APIs
which can be used to solve general problems such as image loading, view binding, creating
mock objects and dependency injection. All libraries used in the application are open source
and free to use and contribute to. The libraries discussed here are the ones which provide
greater functionality and are essential to the application.

Because of the scale of the sample applications, these libraries are not required in any way.
Rather, they are used to show the increased maintainability in the form of more readable
code and less complexity. Since the architectural requirements include maintainability it
also makes sense to use many of these libraries even though it may seem unnecessary when
looking at the scale of the applications.

4.3.1 RxJava

A Java VM implementation of Reactive Extensions, which is an API for handling asyn-
chronous programming. Used instead of AsyncTasks [19], mostly because of the versatility
and the ability to include operations such as combining results from different network-calls,
fetching data from multiple sources and transform data.

RxJava extends the Observer pattern [53] by providing support for streams of data and
events, as well adding operators to combine those streams in different ways. It also abstracts
low-level threading, synchronization, thread-safety, concurrent data structures, and non-
blocking I/O [45].

RxJava provides a great improvement to modifiability compared to AsyncTasks. In the sam-
ple applications, it has been used for abstracting the model by creating Use Case-objects,
each representing a particular use case for the application. The Presenter/ViewModel does
not know where the results from Use Cases comes from, they could be stored in a local
database on the user’s phone, retrieved from the internet or received via Bluetooth. The
current implementations of the sample applications fetch data only via the internet.
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To further describe the behavior of streams and Observables, see Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: RxJava Streams

The arrows in Figure 6 represents time, whereas the dots represents objects emitted by the
Observables. In this case, there are three Observables, one emitting objects from the cache,
the other from the network and lastly one which combine the other two. The operators which
combine the network and cache is Concat and First, where Concat simply concatenates the
results from both streams, and First picks the object which was first emitted. First can also
filter objects so that objects from the cache could include a time stamp and the object gets
removed if it has been in the cache for longer than a specific interval. The resulting stream
from Figure 6 includes three objects from the cache stream (since these were emitted faster
than from the network) and one object from the network stream (which was not cached).

4.3.2 Retrofit

An HTTP client which abstracts much of the implementation for handling network requests
and responses. Transforms requests and responses from JSON to Java objects or vice versa,
which removes much boilerplate code in the form of parsing. Another convenient feature is
the use of Observables, which makes integration with RxJava possible [44].

In order to get a stream with objects from Retrofit in the form of an Observable, an interface
needs to be specified:

@GET("users/{username}/repos")
Observable<List<Repository>> getRepositoriesFromUser(@Path("username") String username);

@GET("search/users")
Observable<SearchResponse> searchUser(@Query("q") String username);

The annotation @GET specifies the HTTP request method, followed by the relative path
for the resource. The return type is an Observable emitting Java objects, these objects are
automatically constructed from the JSON response and each field is mapped to a field with
the same name in the POJO. A snippet from the Repository class (notice the annotation
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@SerializedName which is the name of the JSON field, all other fields are equivalent to the
JSON naming of the response):

public class Repository {

private int id;
private String name;
private String description;
private String language;
private int forks;
private int watchers;
@SerializedName("stargazers_count")
private int stars;

public Repository() {}

// Setters and getters
// ...

}

4.3.3 Mockito

Mockito has been used for JUnit tests in the sample applications. The library makes it easy
to create mocks of objects which are dependencies to the object [41] under test. A mock is
a test double of another object with no functionality, the functionality is instead explicitly
configured before the test [11]. After the test, Mockito can verify that certain interactions
were made to the mock object. An example below shows this behavior in a JUnit test:

@Test
public void loadUsersShouldDisplayMessageOnError() {
when(gitHubService.searchUser("ErrorUser")).thenReturn(

Observable.<SearchResponse>error(mockHttpException));
searchUserPresenter.loadUsers("ErrorUser");
verify(searchUserView).showMessage("Error loading repositories");

}

In this test, the behavior of gitHubService method searchUser is predetermined by specify-
ing the argument and the returned object. After loadUsers (the method under test) is done,
Mockito can verify that the method showMessage was called with the expected argument.
Note that showMessage also is a mock, but without functionality. The important thing is
not what showMessage does (that is another test), but that loadUsers calls it with the right
arguments.

4.3.4 Espresso

Espresso is a framework for integration tests [27]. Integration tests are often high-level tests
which do not test particular implementation details (like JUnit tests), instead components
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are combined and tested against each other [42]. In the sample applications, all components
in the system are combined and the application as a whole is tested.

To do this, Espresso provides an API for issuing commands to the application. These com-
mands can simulate button clicks, text input, screen rotation or other events a real user could
do. These tests are good for verifying that the UI is displaying correct information and that
interactions with the UI produce the right results. Below is an example of an integration
test:

@Test
public void networkErrorShouldDisplayInSnackBar() throws Exception {

onView(withId(R.id.edit_text_username)).perform(typeText("TestErrorUser"));
onView(withId(R.id.button_search)).perform(click());
onView(withId(android.support.design.R.id.snackbar_text)).check(

matches(withText("Error loading users")));
}

In this test, Espresso first finds a View (UI element) and then performs an action on that
View. In the last statement, there is also a check to match the expected output with the real
output displayed in the View. Compared to JUnit tests, Espresso must run on an emulator
or a real Android device in order to simulate the application under test.

4.3.5 Dagger 2

Dagger 2 is a dependency injection framework, dependency injection is a design pattern
for resolving dependencies [24]. More specifically, an object without dependency injection
will create its own dependencies instead of getting them externally which means that the
object has hard-coded dependencies. Hard-coded dependencies make testing difficult be-
cause of the unknown behavior of the dependency. If the dependency is instead passed with
dependency injection, the test can create a mock of the dependency and all behavior can be
specified.

There are three methods for dependency injection; constructor injection, setter injection and
interface injection. In the sample applications, constructor and setter injection are used.

With no dependency injection, an object would get its dependencies in the following way:

public class Presenter {

private UseCase getUserUseCase;

public Presenter() {
this.getUserUseCase = new GetUserUseCase();

}

public void displayUsers() {
getUserUseCase.getUsers();

}
}
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The getUserUseCase is now a hard dependency and when testing the Presenter class it is
difficult to not test getUserUseCase at the same time. This is solved in the next example
with constructor injection:

public class Presenter {

private UseCase getUserUseCase;

public Presenter(UseCase getUserUseCase) {
this.getUserUseCase = getUserUseCase;

}

public void displayUsers() {
getUserUseCase.getUsers();

}
}

Likewise, setter injection also solves the problem:

public class Presenter {

private UseCase getUserUseCase;

public Presenter() {}

public void setUseCase(UseCase getUserUseCase) {
this.getUserUseCase = getUserUseCase;

}

public void displayUsers() {
getUserUseCase.getUsers();

}
}

With constructor and setter injection the getUserUseCase-object can be mocked and its
behavior is then known when testing. But another problem emerges when looking at how
the Presenter in the example is constructed. In large and complex systems there are likely
more dependencies (see Section 2.1), and something like this could be the case:

public class View {

private Presenter presenter;

public View() {
Cache cache = new Cache();
NetworkService networkService = new NetworkService();
Repository repository = new Repository(cache, networkservice);
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UseCase getUserUseCase = new GetUserUseCase(repository);
presenter = new Presenter(getUserUseCase);
init();

}

public void init() {
presenter.displayUsers();

}
}

Here is the class which creates the Presenter, and its constructor is polluted with dependen-
cies for the GetUserUseCase-class. By specifying how to create these dependencies and
which classes needs them, Dagger can inject dependencies directly to a class via a field.
The result using Dagger would be:

public class View {

@Inject
private Presenter presenter;

public View() {
inject();
init();

}

public void inject() {
getUserComponent().inject(this);

}

public void init() {
presenter.displayUsers();

}
}

The in ject()-method is added and the Presenter is injected by Dagger. This does not only
make the code more concise and easier to understand, but also facilitate testing. Because
Dagger supplies dependencies to classes, a number of those dependencies can be swapped
out for mocks in a testing environment. The NetworkService in the example above could
be mocked to return hard coded results, rather than from an API via the internet. This is
particularly useful in integration tests where it can be difficult to inject mocks without the
help of Dagger.
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4.4 Package Structure

In order to facilitate project navigation, the system has been divided into packages structured
by feature. What this means is that all classes which are required to search, load, transform
and view users can be found in the same package. The current package structure for the
MVP sample application looks like follows:

-com.hugo.mvpsampleapplication
-app
-features
-searchuser
-userdetails

-model
-entities
-network

-util
-dependencyinjection

-components
-modules

This is opposed to having packages structured by layer, which groups classes depending on
what they are (and not what they do). Such structure would look like this:

-com.hugo.mvpsampleapplication
-app
-model
-entities
-network

-view
-activity
-fragment
-view
-adapters

-presenter
-util
-dependencyinjection

-components
-modules

With this approach, classes that are coupled will often be in different packages. For exam-
ple, Presenters belong in a separate package and their respective Views in another.
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4.5 Summary

Three sample applications have been developed, each conforming to either MVP, MVVM
or MVC. The functional and architectural requirements are the same for all three sample
applications in order to be able to compare the architectures. The functional requirements
are based on the open API from GitHub, the user should be able to search for users and
view their public repositories. The architectural requirements are based on Googles general
guidelines, as well as a focus on maintainability.

All sample applications use the same selection of third party libraries, the most important
ones discussed in this chapter.

RxJava
Handles asynchronous calls for fetching data from the internet and updating the UI
with results.

Retrofit
Abstracts HTTP requests and responses, makes defining an API and parsing conve-
nient.

Mockito
Creates mocks of dependencies for the object under test which makes both JUnit and
integration tests more controlled.

Espresso
Framework for integration tests, used to test the system as a whole. Espresso can issue
commands to the application under test similar to user interaction; button clicks, text
input, screen rotation etc.

Dagger
Handling dependencies can get complex in larger systems and instead of creating the
dependencies inside classes, Dagger creates the dependencies and supplies them to
classes which depend on them.
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5 Implementation Details

Even though the applications are implemented with different architectures, they share im-
plementation details. As discussed in Section 2.2, MVC, MVP and MVVM all have simi-
larities, but what stands out is how the view is handled. Therefore, the model for all three
applications is the same. This should not be surprising since the functional requirements are
also the same. The model is implemented using Entities, which describes the most general
and high-level rules of the application. Entities are not likely to change and should be well
specified before implementation begins. Entities usually consist of a simple class or a set of
methods and data structures [12]. The sample applications contains the same Entities; User
and Repository. User is a simple Java class representing a GitHub user. The class holds
basic information about a user such as its id, username, pro f ile picture and an URL to
their repositories. The Repository Entity, like the User, holds information about a GitHub
repository such as its name, description, watchers and f orks. These two Entities are the
business rules of the applications, the information which they hold are crucial for satisfying
the functional requirements.

The applications interact with the Entities by using Use Cases. A Use Case does what its
name suggests, it is a class representing a use case of the application. Use cases are tightly
coupled with the functional requirements. For example, the requirement “The user must
be able to search for GitHub users” is reflected in the application with a SearchUserUse-
Case. A Use Case purpose is to “orchestrate the flow of data to and from the entities, and
direct those entities to use their enterprise-wide business rules to achieve the goals of the
use case.” [12]. In order to reduce complexity, all Use Cases are injected with Dagger 2
to the Controller/Presenter/ViewModel (depending on the architecture). Every Use Case
takes a Subscriber as an argument, and the Subscriber is implemented as an anonymous
class which receives the data from the Use Case. To search for a GitHub user, a call to
SearchUserUseCase is made with the second parameter specifying the search query:

searchUserUseCase.execute(new SearchUserSubscriber(), username);

The SearchUserSubscriber is implemented in the same class which makes the call to the
Use Case, and can look like the following (excerpt from the MVP application):

private final class SearchUserSubscriber extends
DefaultSubscriber<SearchResponse> {

@Override
public void onCompleted() {
searchUserView.hideProgressIndicator();

}
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@Override
public void onError(Throwable e) {

searchUserView.hideProgressIndicator();
searchUserView.showMessage("Error loading users");

}

@Override
public void onNext(SearchResponse searchResponse) {

List<User> users = searchResponse.getUsers();
if (users.isEmpty()) {
searchUserView.showMessage("No users found");

}
searchUserView.showUsers(users);

}
}

The Subscriber-implementation decides what should be done in the case of an error, or when
all requested data is received. To instantiate a new Use Case, three arguments needs to be
provided; GitHubService, ThreadExecutor and PostExecutionThread. GitHubService is an
interface describing the web API which is used to fetch and update Entities. ThreadExecutor
and PostExecutionThread are interfaces for providing schedulers for the Use Case. These
three interfaces are supplied by dependency injection, which makes it easy to swap the
underlying implementation for tests.

Figure 7 shows an UML Class Diagram from the MVC application. Since UseCase is an
abstract class, the extended class SearchUserUseCase is injected by Dagger 2. The method
searchUser calls execute which in turn calls buildUseCase with the query. SearchUserUse-
Case implementation of the abstract method buildUseCase calls the appropriate method
from the web API and returns an Observable. The Subscriber supplied by the Fragment is
then subscribed to the returned Observable, and can receive data within the Fragment.

Aside from the Model, there are some classes related to the Android framework, these
classes are implemented in all three applications and serve the same purpose regardless of
the architecture.

BaseActivity
An abstract class extended by Activites that handles fragment transactions and de-
pendency injection, which most activities need regardless of the use case.

FeatureActivity
An activity implemented for a specific feature, in the sample applications these are
named SearchUserActivity or UserDetailsActivity depending on the Use Case (all
“feature”-classes follow this naming convention). The Activites can implement an
interface specified by its respective FeatureFragment, so that the fragment can com-
municate with the activity. This is especially important for starting new Activities
from Fragments.

FeatureFragment
A Fragment tied to the specific feature (or Use Case). This is where the view is ini-
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Figure 7: UML for a SearchUserFragment, UseCase and SearchUserUseCase

tialized and set up, but depending on the architecture the Fragment can have different
responsibilities.

DefaultSubscriber
Subscribers need to extend this class in order to customize the behavior for their
specific Use Case.

5.1 Model View Controller

An overview of how the MVC application handles a particular use case is shown in Figure
8. The XML layout files together with the Fragment make up the View of the application.
The Controller consists of the Fragments and Activities related to the use case. These
can divide responsibilities between each other, the Activity usually starts other Activities
whereas the Fragment handles calls to the Model. The Model consists of a UseCase and
the GitHubService (together with ThreadExecutor and PostExecutionThread, not shown
because of readability), which fetches data from the web.
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Comparing Figure 8 with Figure 1 shows a clear difference on how the View is updated.
From Section 2.2.1 it is clear that the View should be alerted by the Model, and then update
itself. This is why the Fragments act both as a View and Controller, when a call is made
to the Model a Subscriber is supplied as a callback. This Subscriber is implemented as an
anonymous class in the Fragment, and when the model is done fetching data the Subscriber
is called and can then update the View via the Controller. If the Subscriber is viewed as
belonging to the Model, Figure 8 is more relatable to Figure 1.

Figure 8: Overview of MVC in Android
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5.2 Model View Presenter

The fragments act as Passive Views [9], delegating updates and processing to the Presenter.
A Fragment’s responsibilities should be to only lay out the UI and register user interactions.
The registered interactions should be directly passed to the Presenter responsible for the
interaction.

Figure 9: Overview of MVP in Android

Figure 9 is almost identical to Figure 2, the View is delegating user interactions to the
Presenter which in turn fetches data from the Model and updates the View when ready. It
would be ideal to include Activities in the View, but this is difficult because of Activities
responsibilities with starting new Views.
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5.3 Model View ViewModel

From Figure 10, the UI is the only component which acts as the View. This is the XML
file which defines the different UI components, and with data binding it is possible to de-
fine methods which reside in the SearchUserViewModel. The ViewModel also includes
SearchUserFragment and SearchUserActivity, since these communicate with the SearchUserView-
Model in order to access specific Android framework components. This makes the SearchUserView-
Model free from any dependencies from the Android framework, which makes it JUnit
testable.

Figure 10: Overview of MVVM in Android
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6 Evaluation Methods

“It is important to note the difficulties in obtaining and measuring timings that come from
rendering performance. These numbers are, by nature, non deterministic, and often fluctu-
ate depending on the state of the system, amount of memory available, thermal throttling,
and the last time a sun flare hit your area of the earth.” [30]

This chapter describes the methods used to evaluate the architectures include deciding
which metrics to use, how to measure those metrics and to what extent. Methods for eval-
uating architectures in general are also studied in this chapter, and a discussion on which
methods are suitable for this thesis.

Clements, Kazman and Klein offers a guide on how to evaluate a software architecture
based on the following methods [5]:

• ATAM: Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method

• SAAM: Software Architecture Analysis Method

• ARID: Active Reviews for Intermediate Designs

The problem with these methods is that they focus on evaluating architectures within a com-
pany or organization with respect to business-related goals such as cost reduction. This is
impossible to adhere to in this thesis since there is no product that will be sold, no stake-
holders and no budget. It can be problematic evaluating an architecture with none of these
resources available, especially if the system itself is small and not very complex. This is
also apparent in other scientific papers researching testability [34].

What many evaluation methods seem to have in common are either business goals and/or
complex systems. This is not relevant for this study, and the results should also be applicable
specifically for Android development. Because of this, other methods are proposed which
can give meaningful results and evaluate the architectures with respect to Android.

There are three architectural properties to be evaluated for each architecture; performance,
modifiability and testability. Modifiability and testability are evaluated in order to deter-
mine maintainability, the main problem statement. But the architectural requirements also
specify “The system must handle state changes without causing lag to the UI” as well as
“The system must manage memory efficiently”. To verify these requirements, performance
needs to be evaluated in addition to maintainability. This may seem odd when comparing
architectures, because the architectures themselves should not have much impact on the
overall performance. Rather, performance should be affected by technologies, libraries and
processes used in the applications, and since all three applications only differ by their re-
spective architectures performance should not deviate much. Evaluating performance in this
case is less about finding out which architecture gives the best performance and more about
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finding a way to automatically ensure that applications behave the way they are expected
to, which can be related to maintainability.

6.1 Evaluating Performance

The ISO/IES 25010 standard presents a software quality model where performance is grouped
under three categories; capacity, time behavior and resource utilization [47]. Capacity is
defined as “Degree to which the maximum limits of a product or system parameter meet
requirements”. Because of the nature of Android development, this can be difficult to mea-
sure, especially since every device has different limits such as CPU, GPU, memory and
storage. Time behavior is defined as “Degree to which the response and processing times
and throughput rates of a product or system, when performing its functions, meet require-
ments” and resource utilization as “Degree to which the amounts and types of resources
used by a product or system, when performing its functions, meet requirements”. Both
time behavior and resource utilization are very relevant to measure in order to come to a
conclusion whether the architectural requirements are met.

To measure time behavior, the tool dumpsys will be used. Dumpsys is developed by Google
with the purpose of measuring different areas of performance for an Android app such
as CPU, GPU, memory, battery or network [26]. GPU performance is of particular interest
when measuring time behavior, since this is the metric which can provide information about
the responsiveness of the UI. UI lag is most visible when the user is triggering animation-
heavy tasks such as scrolling a RecyclerView, animations during async wait cycles and any
animation that may have bitmap loading in it [30].

Dumpsys has a command called gfxinfo which outputs performance related to animations
of frames in the application, a sample output from running dumpsys with gfxinfo looks like
the following:

Stats since: 752958278148ns
Total frames rendered: 82189
Janky frames: 35335 (42.99%)
90th percentile: 34ms
95th percentile: 42ms
99th percentile: 69ms
Number Missed Vsync: 4706
Number High input latency: 142
Number Slow UI thread: 17270
Number Slow bitmap uploads: 1542
Number Slow draw: 23342

Dumpsys outputs the total rendered frames since the application launched. The most im-
portant field to look at are Janky frames, which corresponds to all frames which are not
rendered under 16ms hence experienced as “laggy”. There is also output showing the 90th,
95th and 99th percentiles of the longest rendering times for frames. Lastly, there is tech-
nical output related to rendering, this output will not be examined in detail but can provide
useful information when improving performance for an application.

In order to render the same frames for all three applications, the following pattern is used:
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1. Search with a specific query string

2. When results are shown, scroll to the bottom of the list and then to the top

3. Press the user at the top of the list

4. When the users repositories are shown, scroll to the bottom of the list and then to the
top

5. Press back to view search results again

This pattern is repeated with five different query strings so that enough frames are animated
in order to not skew the results too much.

6.2 Evaluating Modifiability

From the ISO/IES 25010 software quality model, modifiability is defined as “Degree to
which a product or system can be effectively and efficiently modified without introducing
defects or degrading existing product quality” [47]. Evaluating modifiability will be done
by examining parts of the system that satisfies the functional requirement ”The user must
be able to select a GitHub user and view the public repositories associated with that GitHub
user”. A comparison is then made by looking at the following metrics:

• Which and how many classes need to be modified?

• Which and how many new classes need to be added?

• How many new lines of code (LOC) need to be added?

LOC and added classes can then be compared against the other sample applications. Be-
cause of the small size of the applications these metrics may not represent the modifiability
of larger and more complex applications, therefore a thorough discussion and analysis are
made in addition to evaluating the specified metrics.

6.3 Evaluating Testability

ISO/IES 25010 defines testability as “Degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which test
criteria can be established for a system, product or component and tests can be performed
to determine whether those criteria have been met” [47]. Evaluating testability can be quite
difficult, as seen in Section 3.2, with methods often developed for use in large and complex
systems. The sample applications do not have extensive functional requirements, hence
there are not many test cases compared to larger systems. Instead, the focus is directed
towards effectiveness and efficiency when testing the sample applications.

Test coverage or code coverage is a metric which defines how much of the system is affected
by tests [13]. This metric is very specific and can sometimes be misleading, because good
test coverage does not necessarily mean good tests. Test coverage can even hurt testing
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since achieving 100% coverage can lead to an abundance of tests, which is not focused on
important behavior of the system but rather the total test coverage [38]. Marick mentions
the following in his paper “How to Misuse Code Coverage”:

“[Code coverage tools] are only helpful if they’re used to enhance thought, not replace
it.” [38]

Because of the Android framework, JUnit is not an option if classes contain references to
activities, fragments, services or other objects which depend on the Android framework.
This does not mean that code which depends on the Android framework is not testable, but
that test frameworks other than JUnit must be used. These test frameworks must be able to
emulate an actual Android device, or run on a physical device in order to execute the test
suite, and because of this the tests will not execute as fast as when running on the JVM (with
JUnit). Tests which depends on the Android framework is called instrumentation tests [23].

Since test coverage is measured in order to analyze how much of the tests are able to run on
the JVM with JUnit, it follows that measuring execution time is also of interest. Measuring
execution time is done by simply running the test suite for either tests on the JVM or on an
emulated or physical device, and then measure how long the suites take to complete. All
test suites are executed 20 times each in order to find an average. A comparison can then
be made between the sample applications. In addition to this, a summary consisting of the
number of test classes and total LOC will be presented.

Because these metrics does not say much about the quality of the tests, a thorough discus-
sion is presented in Chapter 8 in order to come to a conclusion regarding the qualitative
aspects of the tests.
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7 Results

This chapter contains the results achieved from evaluating the sample applications using the
methods described in Chapter 6. The result is presented in a clear and concise way in order
to get a good overview. The results are analyzed and discussed in Chapter 8.

7.1 Performance

Performance has been measured by following the steps in Section 6.1 and in the end execute
dumpsys together with gfxinfo, which prints the information shown in 7.1.

MVVM:

Stats since: 168347020663403ns
Total frames rendered: 3149
Janky frames: 1813 (57.57%)
90th percentile: 23ms
95th percentile: 32ms
99th percentile: 40ms
Number Missed Vsync: 21
Number High input latency: 0
Number Slow UI thread: 111
Number Slow bitmap uploads: 22
Number Slow issue draw commands: 1574

MVP:

Stats since: 168545178692539ns
Total frames rendered: 3313
Janky frames: 1726 (52.10%)
90th percentile: 19ms
95th percentile: 21ms
99th percentile: 36ms
Number Missed Vsync: 22
Number High input latency: 1
Number Slow UI thread: 92
Number Slow bitmap uploads: 13
Number Slow issue draw commands: 1463

MVC:

Stats since: 168722526513707ns
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Total frames rendered: 2729
Janky frames: 1596 (58.48%)
90th percentile: 20ms
95th percentile: 24ms
99th percentile: 36ms
Number Missed Vsync: 16
Number High input latency: 0
Number Slow UI thread: 102
Number Slow bitmap uploads: 14
Number Slow issue draw commands: 1375

7.2 Modifiability

Below are the results from evaluating modifiability. Table 1, 2 and 3 contains the number
of classes and LOC added in order to add the user story ”The user must be able to select a
GitHub user and view the public repositories associated with that GitHub user”.

Table 1 MVC added and modified classes
Class name Added/Modified LOC
LoadUserDetailsUseCase Added 20
RepositoriesAdapter Added 58
UserDetailsActivity Added 22
UserDetailsFragment Added 112
Repository Added 58
SearchUserFragment Modified 16
SearchUserActivity Modified 11
UserListAdapter Modified 15
Total LOC 312

Table 2 MVP added and modified classes
Class name Added/Modified LOC
LoadUserDetailsUseCase Added 20
RepositoriesAdapter Added 58
UserDetailsActivity Added 22
UserDetailsFragment Added 107
UserDetailsPresenter Added 61
UserDetailsView Added 14
Repository Added 58
SearchUserFragment Modified 15
SearchUserActivity Modified 11
SearchUserPresenter Modified 3
SearchUserView Modified 1
UserListAdapter Modified 16
Total LOC 386
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Table 3 MVVM added and modified classes
Class name Added/Modified LOC
LoadUserDetailsUseCase Added 20
RepositoriesAdapter Added 46
UserDetailsActivity Added 25
UserDetailsFragment Added 80
UserDetailsViewModel Added 76
RepoViewModel Added 31
Repository Added 58
SearchUserFragment Modified 16
SearchUserActivity Modified 11
UserListAdapter Modified 15
Total LOC 378

7.3 Testability

Below are the results from evaluating testability. Table 4 contains results regarding the
number of tests and classes, in addition to the average execution time for running the test
suites. For details regarding execution times for the test suites, see Table 9 in Appendix A.

Table 4 Testability Evaluation

MVC MVP MVVM
JUnit test classes 7 9 11
JUnit test cases 14 31 45
Average execution time total
(JUnit tests)

0.1162s 0.2306s 0.1586s

Average execution time per test
(JUnit tests)

0.0083s 0.007438s 0,003524s

Instrumentation test classes 2 2 2
Instrumentation test cases 11 11 12
Average execution time
(Instrumentation tests)

17.41 18.14s 17.43s

Total LOC for all tests 531 849 883

Table 5, 6 and 7 contains results regarding test coverage for the applications. Only classes
specific to the architecture are present in these tables, test coverage for the Model can be
found in Table 8. In addition to specific classes, the top row of the tables lists the total
coverage for the whole application. This result includes classes which cannot be JUnit
tested, like Activities and Fragments. For details regarding LOC in each test suite, see
Table 10 in Appendix A.

Table 5 Test Coverage MVC

Methods Lines
Total coverage for project
(including untested classes)

31% 18%
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Table 6 Test Coverage MVP

Methods Lines
Total coverage for project
(including untested classes)

40% 29%

SearchUserPresenter 100% 100%
UserDetailsPresenter 100% 100%

Table 7 Test Coverage MVVM

Methods Lines
Total coverage for project
(including untested classes)

54% 46%

SearchUserViewModel 84% 89%
UserDetailsViewModel 100% 100%
UserViewModel 80% 80%
RepoViewModel 100% 100%

Table 8 Test Coverage Model

Methods Lines
SearchUserUseCase 100% 100%
LoadUserDetailsUseCase 100% 100%
UseCase 100% 92%
UserListAdapter 30% 20%
RepositoriesAdapter 0% 0%
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8 Discussion

“The hardest single part of building a software system is deciding precisely what to build.
No other part of the conceptual work is so difficult as establishing the detailed technical
requirements, including all the interfaces to people, to machines, and to other software
systems. No other part of the work so cripples the resulting system if done wrong. No other
part is more difficult to rectify later.” - Frederick P. Brooks [3, pp. 200]

In this Chapter, the results obtained in Chapter 7 will be discussed further by looking at
specific implementation details of the three applications and compare these. Looking at the
results, it is clear that there is a minimal difference in the evaluated metrics, a difference of
only 80 LOC at a maximum when studying modifiability. But although 80 LOC seems like
a minimal difference, because of the relatively small size of the applications this is actually
near 20% LOC added. This is a problem when evaluating modifiability by LOC on small
systems, the results can be easily skewed by implementing some functions in a different and
more concise way.

Luckily, these applications are implemented in almost the exact same way, differing only
where specific architectural properties need to be taken into consideration. It is these ar-
chitectural properties which are of particular interest in this Chapter, and together with the
results these properties are discussed in order to come to a general conclusion in Chapter 9.

8.1 Performance

Evaluating performance is a difficult process, there are many variables to take into con-
sideration such as constraints on the emulator or device under test, fluctuation in internet
connection speeds and other processes running on simultaneously on the emulator or device.
Looking at the results from dumpsys (see Section 7.1) it is clear that the applications under
test perform very similar. At first sight it may seem odd that the total number of frames
are not the same, but this is because the above statement that evaluating performance de-
pends on many different variables, it is very likely that some frames where recorded during
loading of data or that a process on the device caused some frames to register as janky.

Despite these irregularities, performance is very similar across all applications. MVP has
the least amount of janky frames at 52.10%, and MVC the highest at 58.48%. This can seem
peculiar since the only difference between the two is the structure of classes and interfaces,
unlike MVVM which uses data binding. Albeit there are some differences in performance, it
is not enough to come to a conclusion whether any particular architecture is the contributing
factor.
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8.2 MVC

Comparing Table 1, 2 and 3, it is clear that MVC is the architecture with the minimum
number of classes added and modified together with the least LOC. This is true because
of the way the controller is implemented; instead of having a separate class processing
user input and updating the Model, this is done directly in the Activities and Fragments.
For example, when the user presses the search button, instead of calling a Presenter or
ViewModel the processing is done in SearchUserFragment:

public void setSearchButtonOnClickListener() {
searchButton.setOnClickListener(new View.OnClickListener() {

@Override
public void onClick(View v) {
searchUsers();

}
});

}

public void searchUsers() {
String username = editTextUsername.getText().toString();
hideKeyBoard(editTextUsername);
if(username.isEmpty()) {

showMessage("Enter a username");
} else {

showProgressIndicator();
searchUserUseCase.execute(new SearchUserSubscriber(), username);

}
}

As described in Chapter 5, SearchUserSubscriber is implemented as an inner class, which
means this class also reside in SearchUserFragment. This is perfectly manageable in the
sample application, and can even be preferred to both MVP and MVVM since fewer classes
and interfaces need to be implemented. The problem arises when the system grows, mean-
ing some Activities and Fragments will be very complex and contain different Subscribers.
In addition to this, adding complex UI elements, transitions and handling different Android
versions further introduce complexity to an already complex class.

Looking at the testability results from Chapter 7, another problem arises with the MVC
implementation. The test coverage for the system is only 31% of all methods, and 18% of
lines. An important note is that this test coverage is only present in the Model. As discussed
in Chapter 6, JUnit is not an option when testing classes related to the Android framework,
which is why the test coverage is the lowest when compared to MVP and MVVM. From
Table 4, it is also clear that MVC has less than half the amount of JUnit tests compared to
MVP, and less than a third of tests compared to MVVM.

The instrumentation tests are almost identical, which means all three applications can be
tested the same way using instrumented tests. But one of the problems with instrumented
tests on the Android platform is the long execution time, also visible in Table 4. Compared
to JUnit, instrumented tests are slower to a factor of almost 150 in the MVC application. The
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functional requirements for these applications are minimal, but imagine a more complex
system with many more requirements and the time to execute the whole instrumented test-
suite will be dramatically increased. This is also why instrumented tests are preferred to run
in a continuous integration platform, usually as a form of regression testing [6] [46].

8.3 MVP

The Presenter classes in MVP can be JUnit tested, and because Presenters can act on and
modify the View (Activities/Fragments) this in turn makes for very exhaustive tests which
incorporate the both View, Presenter and Model. As seen in Table 6, both Presenters have
100% test coverage.

The JUnit test class for SearchUserPresenter utilizes Mockito in order to mock the GitHubService
class, so that the test can be executed without the actual API and back end. Tests become
only a few lines of code since the mocking is done in a separate method, by specifying
which input produce what output from the GitHubService. Below is an example showing
testing for an error message when no users are found:

private void setUpMocks() {
mockHttpException = new HttpException(Response.error(404, null));
when(gitHubService.searchUser(MockFactory.TEST_USERNAME_ERROR)).thenReturn(

Observable.<SearchResponse>error(mockHttpException));
}

@Test
public void loadUsersShouldDisplayMessageIfNoResults() {
searchUserPresenter.loadUsers(MockFactory.TEST_USERNAME_NO_RESULTS);
verify(searchUserView).showMessage("No users found");

}

The searchUserView is an interface implemented by the Activity/Fragment which the Pre-
senter is attached to, and the Presenter calls this interface to manipulate the View. This
makes the View decoupled from the logic of the Presenter, so that the only interesting part
in this test is knowing that when an error is thrown from GitHubService, the View needs to
show a message. The View can implement showMessage by showing a Dialog, Snackbar
or any other form of UI element, which the Presenter does not need to know about.

This approach of testing and using a Passive View (as explained in Section 2.2.2) makes
it easy to decouple the View from the rest of the system, which is important if JUnit test-
ing should be a possibility since it is the View which has dependencies to the Android
framework (See Chapter 6). The same approach for testing is used in MVVM, where the
ViewModels can be compared to Presenters.

Looking at Table 2, MVP has the most added and modified classes, as well as most LOC
added. Part of the cause is SearchUserView and UserDetailsView which are interfaces
implemented by their respective Fragments. SearchUserView needs to be modified in order
for the Presenter to be able to tell it’s Fragment to start a new Activity (UserDetailsActivity).
In addition, A new interface needs to be defined for the new View, UserDetailsView.
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public interface UserDetailsView {

void showMessage(String message);

void showProgressIndicator();

void hideProgressIndicator();

void showRepositories(List<Repository> repositories);
}

This can seem like repetitive boilerplate code, but is necessary in order to get a Passive View
with all logic handled by the Presenter, which in turn can be 100% JUnit tested.

8.4 MVVM

MVVM has similarities to both MVC and MVP. The ViewModels can be compared to Pre-
senters, but they control the View directly instead of utilizing an interface implemented by
Activities/Fragments. The communication between ViewModels and Views are handled by
data binding introduced in Android 6.0 (see Section 2.2.3 for further info on data bind-
ing) [25]. To utilize data binding in Android, the ViewModel is referenced from XML:

<data>
<variable name="viewModel"

type="com.hugo.mvvmsampleapplication.features.searchuser.SearchUserViewModel" />
</data>

When specifying certain properties for View components (buttons, text fields, lists) in the
XML file, methods in the ViewModel can be directly referenced. An integer representing
the state of visibility for a progress indicator can be referenced like the following:

<ProgressBar
style="@style/AppTheme.ProgressBar"
android:id="@+id/progress_indicator"
app:visibility="@{viewModel.progressVisibility}"/>

The respective Java class, SearchUserViewModel, has a method named progressVisibility
which returns an ObservableInt. An ObservableInt is a type of integer which can propagate
its state to the View (an XML file), this means that when the ViewModel updates the state
of a UI component it is reflected directly in the View. Following is an example for handling
visibility of the progress indicator:

private void showProgressIndicator(boolean showProgress) {
if(showProgress) {

progressVisibility.set(View.VISIBLE);
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userListVisibility.set(View.INVISIBLE);
} else {
userListVisibility.set(View.VISIBLE);
progressVisibility.set(View.INVISIBLE);

}
}

The ViewModel can also specify methods for listeners, such as onClickListener or textChangedListener.
This is done in the same way as with the previous example with visibility:

<ImageButton
android:id="@+id/button_search"
...
android:onClick="@{viewModel.onClickSearch}"/>

The ViewModel then implement onClickSearch like follows:

public void onClickSearch(View view) {
if (username == null) {
fragmentListener.showMessage("Enter a username");

} else {
showProgressIndicator(true);
searchUserUseCase.execute(new SearchUserSubscriber(), username);

}
}

This makes much logic of the view easily testable, which is apparent when looking at Table
7. About 80% test coverage is achieved, where the last 20% mostly consists of methods not
needed for testing or methods which are simply boilerplate code. Adding a TextWatcher
for registering user input in a text field requires some unnecessary methods, for example.

Another feature of MVVM is the ability to easily populate list items, such as items in a
RecyclerView. This is done by first defining the list item as XML, the following example
shows a list item representing a user:

<TextView
android:id="@+id/item_username"
...
android:text="@{viewModel.username}"
tools:text="Username" />

A UserViewModel is used in order to populate the list item, with a method called getUsername
which returns a string. The data binding framework automatically pairs the method in the
ViewModel with the binding in the XML.

This way of binding fields from XML to Java classes can be very effective when populating
complex views or list items with data and listeners. Data binding can, with only a couple
of LOC, achieve the same results as assigning every view to a field in a RecyclerView by
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looking up its respective ID, then assigning values to those fields in onBindViewHolder.
This makes data binding very powerful in certain situations, especially with views with
many variables and listeners.

8.5 Summary

In this chapter a discussion has been held comparing the results from Chapter 7 with the
implementation details of the respective architecture. Looking at performance, no clear
difference can be seen which is not surprising since the applications implement the same
functionality. The results can even seem unreliable because MVVM, which implements
data binding, is in between MVC and MVP in terms of janky frames. Data binding could
affect performance negatively because of the overhead it introduces, but that is not visible
in these results, perhaps because of the relatively small size of the application.

MVC is the architecture of choice for smaller applications since it requires the least amount
of LOC and classes to modify. In more complex applications, the responsibilities of Activ-
ities and Fragments can become a problem since they handle both the View and Controller.
Because of this MVC is not very well suited for JUnit testing, but with smaller projects
JUnit testing may not be necessary.

MVP and MVVM have much in common, both are suitable for JUnit testing. MVVM
comes out on top in terms of total test coverage with the functionality in these particular
applications, but this can differ depending on the type of applications. Data binding makes
MVVM suitable for applications with complex UI elements because of the ease to bind
listeners and other components from XML to Java code. Data binding is still a relatively
new feature in Android, and little research has been made on how it fares when implemented
in more complex applications. MVP, on the other hand, is implemented using regular Java
interfaces and classes, making for a very robust architecture.
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9 Conclusions

To conclude the work and research in this thesis, this chapter will summarize both the
theoretical and practical work that has been done, together with a brief discussion on what
to expect in the future regarding architecture in Android development. In addition, the
restrictions of the work will be discussed in detail such as time constraints and technical
difficulties. Lastly, the limitations of the work such as the complexity of the applications
are discussed.

9.1 Thesis summary

The breadth of the problem statement (specified in Section 3.1), “How is maintainability
affected when implementing an Android application using MVP, MVVM or MVC?”, is
quite wide and can be researched in many different ways. The focus of this thesis has been
to first research the architectures from a theoretical point of view and then implement each
one with the help of the Android framework.

With the implementations in place, selected properties were chosen; modifiability, testa-
bility and performance. These architectural qualitative properties were selected because of
the many problems the Android framework impose on modifiability and testability. Perfor-
mance was measured in order to conclude if the choice of architecture affected performance
positively or negatively. The three properties were evaluated and the results presented in
Chapter 7. The discussion in Chapter 8 referred to these results and together with the im-
plementation details from each application a conclusion could be made in terms of how
modifiability was affected with respect to the respective architecture.

Starting with performance, there is no sign that an architecture could affect timing perfor-
mance positively or negatively. An important note here is that performance evaluation can
go much deeper than to just check if frames are rendered accurately, more on this can be
found under Future work. It is also difficult to say if performance is affected in any way
since the applications themselves are not very complex, with few UI components and no
heavy CPU computations.

Continuing with modifiability, the results from Chapter 7 can be difficult to directly draw
any conclusions from. Nevertheless, it is a good overview of what needs to be implemented
at a minimum to change common functionality in Android applications, and together with
the implementation details discussed in Chapter 8 some general conclusions can be drawn.
MVC introduce minimum overhead because of the large responsibilities of Activities and
Fragments, which in turn makes JUnit testing impossible. MVC is best suitable for smaller
applications whereas MVP and MVVM are preferable for larger and more complex appli-
cations.

Data binding, which MVVM implements, is a very powerful paradigm to use in UI heavy
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applications. Looking specifically at the Android framework, data binding makes it easy to
map properties from an XML file containing UI components to Java code containing logic
and listeners such as onClickListeners. Data binding also removes much boilerplate code
from adapters such as RecyclerView-adapters, which makes complex lists very modifiable
and testable.

MVP, on the other hand, does not use any particular library, it is implemented with standard
Java classes to control Fragments and Activities. There is also a clear boundary between
what should be handled by the Android framework and what should be handled in the
Presenters, which has no dependencies to the Android framework.

Android is moving very fast and new technologies and paradigms are presented every year,
giving developers new ways to build applications as well as introducing more complexity to
an already complex environment. The work presented here offers a way to build applications
which are both modifiable and testable, something that has been a common problem in
Android development.

9.2 Restrictions

The most obvious restriction with this work is the size and complexity of the applications.
When researching and comparing architectures it should be preferable to look at larger
systems and use methods presented in the beginning of Chapter 6. It is also difficult to come
to general conclusions if the architecture does not have a clear and well-defined purpose.
This is why the research has leaned towards implementation details in addition to theoretical
architectural research.

But even though the applications are small, the foundations has been laid out and are well
implemented. It should be possible to make conclusions to some degree whether an archi-
tecture presented here is more suitable than another.

9.3 Future work

The work presented in this thesis can be further researched in different areas. Extending
the functional and qualitative requirements for the sample applications could reveal archi-
tectural properties which are indistinguishable in the current implementations. This would
also give more defined results and could perhaps point on more specific use cases for dif-
ferent architectures.

Moreover, if the functional and qualitative requirements were extended it would be interest-
ing to see an evaluation using any of the methods presented in Chapter 6, where the results
are focused more towards business goals. With larger and more complex applications it
would also be possible to use more complex methods to evaluate modifiability and testabil-
ity. Bruntink’s research regarding testability is very extensive and would be interesting to
apply to the Android framework [4].

In addition to these properties, performance can be evaluated further. Chapter 6 only
presents a method to evaluate timings, or more specifically jank or lag from the UI. Google
has developed a wide range of extensive performance evaluation tools which can be used to
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test not only timings but also memory, CPU, GPU and battery management. The process of
evaluating performance can also be automated in some areas. For example, monkeyrunner
is used to mimic a user using an application by utilizing an API which can send input to an
emulator or device [29]. An important aspect of monkeyrunner is the use of python instead
of the Android framework, this makes it decoupled from the application under test and can
only evaluate what is visible on the emulator or device.
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A Appendix

Table 9 shows the test results from running the test suites for the sample applications.

Table 9 Test suite execution times in seconds
Run JUnit tests exection times Intrumentation tests execution times

MVC 1 0,116 16,837
2 0,129 17,169
3 0,092 16,553
4 0,085 17,042
5 0,102 19,542
6 0,126 19,350
7 0,150 16,886
8 0,092 17,198
9 0,136 17,286
10 0,134 16,302

MVP 1 0,207 21,862
2 0,343 15,883
3 0,242 22,015
4 0,218 16,999
5 0,230 16,768
6 0,222 17,128
7 0,207 17,446
8 0,217 21,311
9 0,209 16,563
10 0,211 15,45

MVVM 1 0,156 17,565
2 0,151 17,235
3 0,178 17,402
4 0,185 17,554
5 0,140 16,595
6 0,137 16,884
7 0,165 17,164
8 0,149 18,509
9 0,178 18,071
10 0,147 17,746
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Table 10 shows the lines of code for the test suites for the sample applications.

Table 10 Test suite LOC
Total LOC JUnit tests Total LOC Intrumentation tests

MVC 324 207
MVP 376 473
MVVM 674 209
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